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Everything GYMNASTICS

www.gymsupply.com
Our Company

DGS (Deary’s Gymnastics Supply) opened its doors in 1993 in Danielson, Connecticut. DGS has grown to be the largest Equipment and Supplies distributor in the United States, servicing the gymnastics industry for the past 26 years.

In addition to our offices and retail warehouse, DGS also operates a full manufacturing facility which includes upholstery, woodworking and metalworking shops. Our modern manufacturing equipment allows us to produce our own spring floors, custom edge & wall pads, parkour boxes, ninja rigs and obstacles, home use balance beams and many new strength & fitness products built specifically for gymnastics. Development and testing of new products is a key benefit of having our own manufacturing team.

We have over 60 years combined experience designing and installing gymnastics facilities and pits. Whether your project is a 500 sq. ft. addition, or you are breaking ground on a brand new 50,000 sq. ft. building, our staff has the knowledge to help.

Our online retail store, gymsupply.com, has the largest selection of gymnastics grips and supplies you will find anywhere, and our friendly and knowledgeable customer service team are here to make sure you find what you need. We are the exclusive US distributor of several grip brands, and are the Official Grips Supplier of the US National Teams.
Your gym or organization will make 5% of every sale referred by your custom link, paid monthly. Use that money on the things your gym needs, like mats, bars, beams, or whatever you choose!

Joining our program is easy! Sign up today at dgs.postaffiliatepro.com. If you have any questions at all, please don’t hesitate to give us a call.

DGS is driven to keep the sport of gymnastics free from abuse. How can you help? Our Keep Kids Safe program donates a portion of the proceeds from certain products to a campaign of our choosing that works to educate and provide assistance for abuse prevention.

Education and awareness are the keys to keeping our kids safe, and by working together we can make a difference.
THE NEXT EVOLUTION IN GYMNASTICS EQUIPMENT - AAI EVO-BLACK COMPETITION LINE!

CALL 800-932-3339 FOR MORE INFORMATION
Custom Gym Design

A lot goes into designing a gym. Making sure you have the appropriate equipment, efficient use of space, traffic flow, proper padding, safety precautions, etc. It can be overwhelming, so let DGS help!

With over 60 years of combined experience designing gymnastics facilities, our team has the experience you need to be sure your project is done right and on time.

Most projects start with a phone call and some preliminary drawings of your space. We can work with your architect, builder or other contractors to make sure the job goes as smoothly as possible, and we also offer 3D Gym Design services to help with visuals for potential clients and investors.

Gymnastics • Parkour • Ninja
DGS Spring Floors
We build our spring floor decks right here in our Connecticut manufacturing facility using high quality Baltic Birch plywood, springs and hardware. Choose from standard double layer construction, or if you need to setup and breakdown your floor more frequently, we also offer a one layer system with aluminum channel connectors to speed things up.

Gymnastics • Cheerleading
Tumbling Strips • Custom

DGS Spring Floor Kits
For those that are looking to use their own lumber, and assemble their spring floor themselves. Available in standard floor and custom sizes, these kits include springs, retainer caps, hardware, hook & loop and instructions.

Carpet Bonded Foam
- Gymnastics, Cheer, Martial Arts or Fitness Floors
- 6'x42' Stock Rolls (Custom lengths available)
- Long Lasting Crosslink Trocellan or
- High bounce performance Tri-Flex EVA

Custom Colors Available!
Foam Cubes
Available in 6" or 8" sizes, in a variety of colors. All foam cubes are Non Fire Retardant and meet Cal. 117-13 Spec.

Covered Foam Cubes
Covered foam cubes last longer and reduce dust levels in your pit. Available in 6", 8" and 6"x18", in red, blue and black. Covers also sold separately.

Bungi-Bed Pit System
Use less foam and have safer landings by using a Bungi-Bed Pit System. The infinite adjustability allows you to fit your pit dimensions perfectly. A low maintenance solution that saves money.
Looking for a tumbling solution that’s more portable, easy to setup and can be used inside or out? Air Floors are the way to go! We carry options from Air Track Factory and Air Box in a variety of sizes and thicknesses to fit your needs. Air floors are also great for Ninja, Parkour and Tricking.

Trampolines and T&T

We have everything from mini-tramps to elite level competition trampolines, double minis and rod floors. We also have replacement beds, springs and safety pads for all makes and models.

We offer the full line of Tumbl Trak products and accessories.
The Chalk Trap

The Chalk Trap eliminates the fine powdery chalk that floats over the gym, keeping more of the chalk off the floor and allowing the chalk to be recycled. Cut chalk dust off at the source by creating a filtered chalk station.

“We don’t have the mess we used to and judges have commented that our gym is less chalky than others.”
Melissa, Northfield Gymnastics

Chalk

We are one of the largest importers of gymnastics chalk in the US, and always have a variety of options available for your gym. Purchase by the box, or save even more when you buy a whole case.

Chalk Eater

Reduces cleaning time and cleaning expenses and circulates the air in the gym to create a healthier environment.

Chalk Holders

DGS offers a variety of easy access chalk stations.
Training Equipment

DGS has a variety of training equipment for gymnasts to use at home, or in the gym. Whether they are looking to strengthen basic or advanced skills, we have the equipment suitable for their goals.

**Balance Beam 8' Padded**
This gymnastics balance beam is perfect for home or gym use. Gymnasts of all ages and levels can benefit from using this beam.

**Padded Beam Table**
A great beam for training a new flight skill, that first walkover or cartwheel, or your preschoolers first experience on a balance beam.

**Parallettes**
Made of long-lasting Baltic birch with solid oak handles. Great for push ups and other calisthenic exercises.

**Handstand Trainer**
Regular use of the handstand trainer will build a strong handstand position for your athletes.

**The Stickler**
Is an ankle-shaped foam block which helps the athlete keep their legs together.

**Wobble Bar**
Perfect for preschool classes or high-level gymnasts. 6” off the floor and has 1/2” of firm foam padding on the top surface. Perfect for strength training and pirouettes.

**Pirouette Trainer**
This perfect combination of floor bar and mat is built specifically for teaching handstand pirouette and blind turns, 1/4 turn training. Also sold as individual pieces. (Block, Wedge and Bar)

**Training Bar Conversion Kit**
Turn your old AAI bar into a floor training bar instantly!

**Kip Wheel**
Help your athletes learn kips and front hip circles without a spotter.

**Kip Swing**
Adjustable to fit gymnasts of all sizes. This device will help your athletes do their first kip.

**Tapeze Bar**
Teach tap swings and your athlete's first fly away on uneven bars or horizontal bar.
Mats

Competition Landing Mats, Skill Cushions, Resi-Pits, Sting Mats and More! We have all the mats you need for your gym, or for the gymnast to use at home! Custom sizes and colors available.

Iron Cross Trainer
Reduces the weight the gymnast holds while training the Iron Cross, Maltese, and Planche.

Ring Trainer
The Ring Trainer is designed to reduce the force endured by the athlete by 50% when training on rings.

Ultra Dome
16” tall and 22” diameters

Colt Pommel Trainer
Sturdy molded polyethylene base with padded leather-like top.

Level 4 Parallel Bar Mat System
DGS Exclusive! A much needed product for Men’s Programs with limited space. Turn your tall Elite P-bars into a low set sized for the little guys and a great training tool for the men.

truce
Truce Chalk Cleaner
Leave the nasty chemicals to someone else. Safe, simple and effective ingredients are all you need to get the job done right.

Mats
Competition Landing Mats, Skill Cushions, Resi-Pits, Sting Mats and More! We have all the mats you need for your gym, or for the gymnast to use at home! Custom sizes and colors available.
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**Tumbling Aids**

**Smarter Spotter**
Allows students to learn proper techniques required for a variety of tumbling drills. Available in many different sizes and colors.

**Incline Mat**
High density foam covered in colorful 18 oz. vinyl. Available in standard or firm foam, folding or non-folding, and a variety of color options and sizes.

**Spotting Belts**
Guaranteed to stop spotting belts from riding up. This model provides unmatched comfort and control for male and female gymnasts. #G-012

**Leg Harness**
Guaranteed to stop spotting belts from riding up. This model provides unmatched comfort and control for male and female gymnasts. #G-012

**Air Floors**
Air Floors are great all around tumbling and training aids and offer versatility for any gym. We offer a number of different sizes and brands to fit your needs.

**Incline Mat**
High density foam covered in colorful 18 oz. vinyl. Available in standard or firm foam, folding or non-folding, and a variety of color options and sizes.

**Smarter Spotter**
Allows students to learn proper techniques required for a variety of tumbling drills. Available in many different sizes and colors.

**Sweet Spot**
A training aid that improves rebound off your hands and feet.

**Air Barrel**
The Air Barrel can be used for tumbling, vaulting and bar skills and teaches body awareness and control.
Pre-Wrap / Trainer’s Tape

Collins Trainers Tape
A case of 32 white rolls

Pre-Wrap
A case of 48 rolls. Available in 6 different color options!

Premium
A case of 32 rolls

Eco-Flex Stretch
A case of 24 rolls

KT-Tape
Elastic sports tape for pain relief and support. Available in regular or PRO in a variety of colors.

First Aid

Collins Trainers Tape
A case of 32 white rolls

Pre-Wrap
A case of 48 rolls. Available in 6 different color options!

Premium
A case of 32 rolls

Badger Balm
Badger Balm is a super moisturizing organic salve for your dry cracked hands and any chapped, rough and weathered skin.

Joshua Tree Gym Balm
Joshua Tree Gym Balm conditions and protects your callouses and skin without added scents or softeners.

Tite-Grip
Provides a maximum non-slip grip. The non-sticky formula dries clear and will not stain clothes.

Tuf-Skin
Colorless so it won’t stain skin or clothes, Tuf-Skin helps secure tape, underwrap, and elastic wraps.

Flex-i-Cold
A case of 12. Gel stays flexible to -4°F and can also be heated to provide thermal therapy.

Hand-e-Balm
For cracked, split, ripped and blistered hands. Works quick with an antiseptic and preventative formula.

Eco-Flex Stretch
A case of 24 rolls

KT-Tape
Elastic sports tape for pain relief and support. Available in regular or PRO in a variety of colors.

Flex-i-Cold
A case of 12. Gel stays flexible to -4°F and can also be heated to provide thermal therapy.

Tite-Grip
Provides a maximum non-slip grip. The non-sticky formula dries clear and will not stain clothes.

Tuf-Skin
Colorless so it won’t stain skin or clothes, Tuf-Skin helps secure tape, underwrap, and elastic wraps.
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DGS brings its years of experience building, installing and providing service in the gymnastics industry to the world of Ninja! We’ve worked with top Ninjas like Drew Drechsel and Kevin Carbone on new obstacle designs, and provided all the rigging and obstacles for the 2019 National Ninja League World Championships. DGS has worked with countless gyms across the globe on their builds and custom projects.

DGS Steel Rigs are designed specifically for Ninja warrior training and competitions. They are available in different height and width options and are built in our facility. Call us today to discuss your project!

- Ninja Specific Rigging
- Innovative Obstacles
- Mats and Flooring
- Ninja Gym Design & Install
- Custom Projects

GYMSUPPLY.COM/NINJA
Active kids are back! Put down the video games and jump over the couch!

Air Floors
Great for Parkour, Tricking and Tumbling, an air floor is a perfect addition to any gym!

For Little Ninjas
Have some young, aspiring ninjas? Or maybe you are just looking to liven up your preschool program with some new obstacles? We have options for you!

Parkour & Ninja Flooring
We offer carpet bonded foam in several different thicknesses and a variety of colors to match your theme. Available in standard length rolls or custom cut to fit your facility.

G2N - Gymnastics Meets Ninja

Deary's Gymnastics Supply | 800 • 932 • 3339 | info@gymsupply.com
The Integrated Obstacle System

A full product line of Parkour equipment and accessories. Developed by top WFPF athletes in cooperation with DGS, a trusted leader in the manufacturing of movement facilities and equipment.

- **Portable** — Move it anywhere you need it
- **Durable** — Handcrafted and machine-tooled to precise specifications
- **Adaptable** — The IO System can be easily reconfigured daily
- **Affordable** — Packages available for any size budget or program
- **Insured** — Covered by full product liability insurance
- **Supported** — Ongoing support and availability as your program grows

The Integrated Obstacle System

GREAT FOR SCHOOLS!
Fitness

DGS has all the fitness equipment you need to outfit your gym, and keep your athletes in tip top shape! Check out some of our best sellers, or visit us at gymsupply.com to see our full selection.

Agility Speed Ladder
13 Feet Long, 10 adjustable flat rungs, with nylon carry bag. Clips at the end of each ladder enable additional ladders to be attached.

Jump Ropes
Jump ropes are white nylon and are 8’ long with wooden handles. Sold as a set of 6.

Spri Exercise Bands
Whether you're just a beginner or a trained athlete, these SPRI® Xercise Bands are designed for any level. Size 9”x1.5”. Recommended by US National Team Coaching Staff Member Tammy Biggs!

Bosu Ball
50cm Balance Trainer allows for easy transportation and storage, quick positioning for any type of workout, and is ideal for all ages.

Weighted Gloves
Our easy-to-use, comfortable hand weights strengthen and sculpt your arms, chest, and shoulders and improve stamina. Recommended by US National Team Coaching Staff Member Tammy Biggs!

4’ Exercise Band
Great for rehab, conditioning and training. Lightweight, highly portable and latex free. Available in 3 levels of resistance.

EZ Move Sliders
Sold as a pair, these sliders are recommended by US National Team Coaching Staff Member Tammy Biggs!

DGS Climber
Great for improving strength in the shoulders, chest, core and grip. The DGS Climber is made from oak with solid 1.5” dowels for handles.
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Incline Bench Attachment
This 16” wide x 7.5’ long padded bench attaches to the rungs of the workstation and is easily adjustable for use with different ages or exercises.

Multi-Bar Attachment
Transforms from a chinning bar to a dip bar or leg lift bar in seconds! Adjustable to work with most stall bars.

Rings Attachment
Adjustable rings with quick clips are great for strength training and can be hung from workstations, uneven bars, high bar or parallel bars. 74” maximum length.

Back Pad Attachment
This 16” wide pad attaches to the rungs of the workstation and is easily adjustable. Custom colors available.

Incline Bench Attachment
This 16” wide x 7.5’ long padded bench attaches to the rungs of the workstation and is easily adjustable for use with different ages or exercises.

Balance Trainers
These fun balance trainers come in a variety of styles and are the perfect addition to any gym. Mix and match to keep them on their toes!

Pegboard
Build upper body and grip strength with a high quality, laminated baltic birch pegboard. Available in a variety of stock sizes or have us custom make one to fit your space.
Preschool Equipment

DGS has everything you need to keep your preschool classes fun and exciting!

Mat Climber
Climbing, jumping and sliding on this circuit will help in early motor development and learning activities. This 5 piece set includes three stackable squares, a large cube and an incline.

Octagon
Teach dive rolls, back handsprings and walkovers, can help increase balance, range of motion and flexibility.

The Moat
The Moat is made for Pre-K students to help overcome fear of heights while learning to walk and balance on a narrow surface. All pieces are made with 18 oz vinyl covers that clean easily, and soft polyurethane foam cores.
Steps and wedge come in 12 color options!

The Original Block
Create fun and interactive conditioning stations to keep your cheerleaders and gymnasts moving and building strength to master their skills even quicker.

Sound Steps
Going up or down these stepping stones will make a friendly sound, encouraging and reinforcing your sense of balance. Comes in a set of 6.

Folding Incline
This basic mat is great for a variety of different uses, and offered in a number of different colors and sizes.

Bilibo
Instead of imposing a specific play pattern, Bilibo is open for a wide range of interpretations and encourages the children to invent their own games to play and have fun in an active and creative way.
Polyurethane Floor Markers

- Great for putting on the floor during preschool classes
- Directing traffic
- Creating obstacles
- or just to add to the fun!

Hula Hoop Holder Set
Holders turn hoops into games, targets, and obstacle courses. Hoops slide securely into foam holders.

Bean Bags and Cones

Cartwheel Beam Mat
Helps beginner tumblers learn proper hand placement for the cartwheel.

Traffic Signs

Arrows
Stars
Hands
Feet
Penguins
Sharks
Farm Animals
Frogs
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Part and Accessories

We have a large selection of accessories for any gym and can also help you with replacing worn or damaged parts. Our full line of parts and accessories can be found at gymsupply.com

Space Savers by Gym Trix

Three sets of bars can be placed in the same area normally required by two.
Includes all necessary floor plates, hardware and instructions.
Optional BAR BUDDY turns any set of bars into a single bar trainer.

EZY Pull Cable Tensioner

Replace your old, worn, and hard-to-use uneven bars cable tensioners with this new EZY Grip & Pull version. It is manufactured with a hot rubber coated handle and spindown, making for long lasting comfortable use. Hardened steel wheels and bearings run along the cable for a smooth, durable and easy to use cable tensioner.

Deluxe Cable Tightener

Top of the line model that fits all AAI Uneven Bars

Gymnastics Carpet Tape and Velcro

Carpet Tape available in 3” blue and 2” white. Velcro available in 4” or 2” blue and 2” white. Custom colors available.

Turnbuckles & Loadbinders

Used on all AAI cabled apparatus.
Heavy-Duty Construction. Loadbinder with locking mechanism

Spin/Snap Locks

We have a variety of snap and spin locks to fit most apparatus.

Floor Plates

We stock a variety of floor plates for different applications. All floor plates include anchoring cement. If you are unsure of what type you need, please give us a call at 800-932-3339.

B Style
For securely anchored wood floors.

BX Style
Same as B Style, but with a longer 3 1/4” knurled anchor. For floating wood floors.

C Style
For concrete and vinyl covered concrete floors.

E Style
For floating wood floors resting on metal clip fasteners. Measure from top of floor to concrete to determine model.
Grips

DGS has the widest selection of grips from major brands across the globe. From Olympic athletes at the highest level, to beginners just starting out, we have the grips for your gymnasts. Give us a call today to inquire about special pricing on club orders.

Over 50 Models of Uneven Bar Grips in Stock!

Reisport  R.  English Bulldog  Martia Lewin
Bailie  US Glove  Super Grip  Just Right

THE OFFICIAL GRIPS SUPPLIER TO THE US NATIONAL TEAMS.

Proud Partner

We also stock a full line of wristbands, accessories and beginner grips!